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Motivation drives human to act many actions in their life. It can make unbelievable thing just happen, especially of love. It gives unpredictable act in character of literary works as the bridge to motivate and persuade them as the author aimed. Lately, motivation not only presented in training motivation method, yet many media such as novel and movie also implied motivations in different purposes. The novel The Fault in Our Stars has adapted into movie caused of it has motivated reader against their illness cases. Due to those, the researcher has chosen two problems. They are; kinds of love in motivating the main character’s life and the ways of love motivating the main character’s life.

The researcher has chosen fives basic of love theory by Harry Harlow to solve five kinds of love in movie script and triangular theory of ideal love by Robert Stenberg to solve the ways of love motivating the main character’s life.

After the data from the movie script has been analyzed, the researcher found five kinds of love; heterosexual love became the main love type in the movie script because by used triangular theory that began with intimacy, passion and commitment, uncover heterosexual as the primary of love in the movie script. Then, maternal love has found as Frannie showed affection to the main character, while, infant love showed as when the first character realized that her mother agreed in many the first character's wish and decision. Paternal love showed when Michael as father of first character cared about her illness. Peer Love implied when the first character entered a social group and finally she has friends. Besides, researcher found the ways of love motivating the first character towards the purpose of life; to continuo her life and to reach happy life.